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Good Morning Ladies and Gentlemen. 

Like many speakers before me, I would like to express my sincere thanks to the organizers of this timely 

Forum aimed at a general review of what are clearly momentous events taking place in Ethiopia today. 

Only a couple of months ago, we were witnessing what appeared to be encouraging signs of a transition 

to a new political and economic order promising democracy and economic security to our people. 

Regrettably, recent developments have turned out to be unsettling. 

Here is what I propose to do in the following half hour or so. First, I shall offer a brief historical sketch of 

past attempts at transition by a number of the country’s leaders, followed by a review of the challenges 

we face at the present time. And thirdly, I shall suggest how we might possibly manage them in order to 

place the country firmly on a political and economic trajectory that will ultimately enable its leaders to 

bring democratic freedoms, economic security, peace, and national cohesion to a multicultural community 

of peoples sharing centuries old commonalities.  

Ethiopia’s Transition has a long history, if we use the term to embrace the process of change periodically 

initiated by Ethiopia’s long line of rulers to better run the country and administer its economy. It is true 

that the Kings, Sultans, Chieftains, and other traditional leaders have for the most part been jealous 

guardians of their authority and distinctive ruling style. It is equally true that they have had to make 

changes to accommodate new forms of organization or novel ideas of governance in the course of their 

contacts with outsiders, notwithstanding the centuries of isolation imposed on them by hostile forces in 

their neighborhood as well as those further afield. These contacts have sometimes taken the form 

amicable encounters driven by the desire to learn about each other’s way of life, but there have been 

occasions when they have also involved conflict and conquest.  

One example most of us are familiar with is the fervent wish of Ethiopia’s monarchs to adopt the ways 

and manners of their counterparts in Europe. Alvarez, the Jesuit Priest from Portugal who visited and 

stayed in Ethiopia for six years in the early sixteenth century, mentions in his book how the Atse Libna 

Dingel wrote letters to two successive Kings of Portugal asking for craftsmen who would bring 

technology and know-how to his land. I should perhaps note in passing that this is possibly the first 

instance of a technical assistance request by a developing nation addressed to a more developed one. In 

the seventeenth century, Atse Adyam Seged Iyassu was keen to remove impediments to domestic trade, 

and at one time appointed foreigners as his customs officers to facilitate commerce. He also abolished 

taxes on small traders. A third example is the popular revolt by the people of Begemdir against Atse 

Tekle Giorgis of the latter part of the eighteenth century when he introduced new taxes.  The monarch 

was petitioned to lift the taxes. When he refused, the people proceeded to strip him of his authority, 

confined him to his palace, and appointed a chief minister answerable only to them. In some ways, this is 

reminiscent of the resistance of a handful of English Barons against their monarch (King John I) five 

hundred years earlier. The King was pressured to accept limits on his authority (including the power to 

levy taxes without their consent). Both uprisings did succeed. But there were key differences.  One was 
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that in Begemdir it was a popular rebellion in which the people of the region as a whole rose up against 

the monarch, while in England the revolt was confined to a handful of Barons and the Archbishop of 

Canterbury. The second difference is that the outcome in England was King John’s willingness to 

formalize his consent in a document labeled the Magna Carta, a much-celebrated charter that would 

ultimately be regarded as the cornerstone of constitutional monarchy in England and the West at large. 

While the people of Begemdir gave swift meaning to their new-found sovereign authority by appointing 

the Monarch’s Bitwoded (prime minister) as their chief administrator, they overlooked what to them 

might have seemed a small matter of recording their victory in writing. As a result, the transition to self-

government was not institutionalized. What followed as you all know was not a transition to a durable 

system of representative government, but rule by a succession of potentates acting as petty kings in their 

respective regions (known as the Era of Princes or ዘመነ መሳፍንት); subject only nominally to the Negusse 

Negest (King of Kings), who was not only confined to his palace but was at the mercy of their frequent 

manipulations as well. A historic nation missed the opportunity of creating a constitutional precedent that 

would have rendered it even more historic.   

Within the agrarian/pastoral economy, changes were less visible, though not altogether absent. Of 

particular significance was the effort by a number of Monarchs to reduce the exploitation of the peasantry 

by the Church and the soldiery. The short-lived Atse Zedingel of the 17th century and Tewodros of the 

middle of the 19th century are leading examples of this effort. Zedingel was assassinated, partly for his 

reform efforts and partly because of the suspicion that he had secretly embraced the Catholic faith.  

Despite his admirable audacity, Tewodros did not succeed in his bold vision of transforming Ethiopia into 

a modern nation state. As we all know, his harsh ways did not help either, and he ended his life tragically.  

Ethiopia’s transition was more sustained during the reigns of Atse Menelik and Atse Haile Selassie. With 

remarkable resolve, Haile Selassie launched a policy of spreading modern education which he kept up 

during his forty-five-year reign. Yet, a leader who was perceived as a dangerous and destabilizing radical 

by members of his own class in the early years of his reign was judged to be, towards the end of his life, 

an implacable reactionary hell bent against change by the very forces his reforms had unleashed: the 

young people who came out of the educational system he had so dedicated his life to.    

When the Derg assumed power in September 1974, there was a widespread sentiment that the country 

was at last ripe for fundamental change; unlike the situation in 1960 when the Neway brothers hastily 

mounted a putsch (and failed) while Haile Selassie was on a state visit overseas.  The transition to a 

political and economic order that would unshackle the country’s inhabitants from centuries of autocracy 

rarely looked promising. Regrettably, the opportunity was highjacked by a small group of soldiers 

disgruntled with the senior officer class. They took advantage of the widespread desire for change to get 

rid of their superiors and grab political power. What followed was seventeen years of repression, 

amateurish leadership, and a civil war conducted with glaring incompetence and corruption. Inevitably 

they failed.  In 1991, the TPLF/EPRDF regime had another opportunity to put the country on the right 

path. However, the new rulers were least interested in the country or its inhabitants and imposed a toxic 

mix of identity politics and autocracy, specifically designed to serve the interests of the minority ethnic 

group from which they hailed. In the end they, too, were thrown out, (or so it seems at the time of 

writing).   

And for the third time in four and half decades, an opportunity presents itself today for yet another 

promising transition. The obvious question is whether some other clique might yet again seize power to 

further its own agenda, or whether a more responsible pan-Ethiopian group of leaders might emerge to 

earnestly advance the interests of the country and its inhabitants.  
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As we all remember, in April 2018 Prime Minister Abiy and his collaborators had moved boldly to open 

the country to major structural reforms. These had been the outcome of years of widespread defiance 

against TPLF rule by practically all sections of the Ethiopian people, and more particularly by the brave 

youth from a couple of the country’s more populous regions. In addition, journalists, human rights 

activists, opposition parties, religious leaders, and dissidents of varying political persuasions, as well as 

assorted individuals gratuitously labeled as enemies of the ruling party, had spent years in prison and paid 

heavily for their defiance. Whatever role they might have played in ultimately triggering the reforms, 

Abiy and his associates were, and are, the products of this collective struggle.   

What exactly have they achieved almost a year into their reform efforts?  

First, they set in motion a political narrative of inclusion, which is not only different from those of the 

previous TPLF/EPRDF regime but diametrically opposed to it as well. They sent strong signals that they 

have made a clean break from the regime’s policies of inciting one ethnic group against another, of 

denigrating the history and culture of Ethiopia, and of imposing a political and economic superstructure to 

primarily benefit their minority ethnic group.  Abiy and his partners have declared that the peoples of 

Ethiopia have a common heritage, are all fraternal peoples, and no challenge could stand in their way if 

they were to come together for a common purpose. They coined a slogan (“Enidemmer”, Amharic for 

‘Let us come together’), a refreshing and captivating call to everyone, especially the youth, who seem to 

have wholeheartedly embraced a message evoking brotherhood, love, hope, and mutual respect.  

Secondly, the Prime Minister released political prisoners, proclaimed the freedom of speech, of the press, 

and assembly, and invited all opposition parties based overseas to come back and join hands to build a 

new democratic order.   

There have also been improvements on the external front as well. Relations with Eritrea and Somalia 

seem to have improved, as have those with Egypt and the other Arab countries in the Middle East.  

 

In the last month or so, however, many observers have started to express concern about the sustainability 

of these early achievements. A few striking events appear to explain this. The first is a TPLF statement 

issued on 17 February 2019, in which the Party strongly criticized the central government’s reform 

initiatives and left the distinct impression that it would not hesitate to take measures to reverse them. A 

follow up statement was issued by the Oromo Democratic Party which appeared to advance ideas 

normally associated with the extremist Oromo Liberation Front, and which was plainly at variance with 

the prevailing narrative launched by Abiy and his party colleagues. Thirdly, the mayor of a township in 

the vicinity of Addis Ababa (Lege Taffo) ordered the bulldozing of a good many modest dwellings on the 

pretext that they had been built without proper authorization; though they had for years been paying taxes, 

a variety of municipal charges, electricity, water, telephone bills etc. to the relevant government entities. 

The aggrieved inhabitants wished to appeal to the President of Oromiya (one of the principal architects of 

the reform agenda). They were not able to. They then went to see the Prime Minister himself. Here too 

they did not succeed. How could one square this with the uplifting rhetoric of Abiy or with his rallying 

cry of Enidemmer? As these lines are being composed, more alarming examples of division, inter-ethnic 

conflict, and lawlessness are occurring throughout the land.  

 

It is true that such incidents are to be expected in the initial stages of a reform process. But the widespread 

support (not to say adulation) accorded the two leaders (Abiy Ahmed and Lemma Megersa) was such that 

their feeble response to events plainly at variance with their laudable declarations are bound to dampen 

hopes. Do these events constitute a temporary setback, a turning point, or warning signs of serious trouble 

ahead? It is too early to say.  
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Some observers in Addis Ababa say that even with these problems, the situation today is incomparably 

better than what it was under TPLF’s twenty-seven-year rule. And they caution against premature 

judgments. Here in the Diaspora, there is more heightened concern. While due consideration should be 

given to observers situated in the midst of an ongoing process, it should also be remembered that too 

much proximity to events might induce the Stockholm Syndrome: a phenomenon that does not 

necessarily facilitate critical judgment. Moreover, the sense of great relief that follows the removal of an 

oppressive regime doesn’t necessarily create an encouraging environment for questioning the early 

actions of a successor regime promising great things and better times.  

      

All told, the omens do not look particularly good at this point in time. Does this suggest that the greater 

pan-Ethiopian community should withdraw its support for Abiy and his team? Not at all. But it would be 

prudent to ask questions, offer advice and constructive criticism and, more importantly, begin to 

coordinate such efforts among those committed to preserve Ethiopia’s unity to impress upon the 

reformers that diluting their agenda or going back on their  early promises will cost them the support of 

the great majority of the Ethiopian people which has so far been favourably disposed.   

 

Let me conclude with a few bullet points: 

 

 I should first offer my response to the question posed in the heading of this section of the Forum: 

i.e. Is Ethiopia in Transition or at the Crossroads? I am inclined to reply in the following manner. 

From 2 April to 17 February 2018, the country appeared to be going through a period of 

transition. Following the unsettling events of 17 February 2019, however, I would say we are at 

the crossroads, unless the deteriorating situation is arrested, and arrested quickly. 

 It is becoming increasingly clear that the events after February 2019 call for a determined 

response from the wider pan-Ethiopian constituency to Abiy and his team that they need to 

reverse their post February pronouncements and actions and commit themselves anew to the 

reform agenda they had initiated in April 2018 with such verve and energy as to inspire instant 

admiration and unqualified support among their compatriots. If this message falls on deaf ears, 

the pan-Ethiopian constituency should galvanize its members to peaceful political action and a 

media campaign of visible intensity and duration.  

 Leadership of the highest caliber is needed in these difficult times. Do Abiy and Co. have the 

kind of leadership needed to bring about real change? Compared to the leadership of the Derg 

and the TPLF, they are in many ways a superior breed: more inclusive, less repressive, more 

positively inclined towards democracy and fundamental freedoms, and more reflective of the 

hopes and aspirations of their compatriots. They also manifest a degree of empathy towards their 

countrymen far more visible than their disagreeable predecessors had ever shown.   

 Lest we are unduly impressed by these qualities, we need to ask a few additional questions: do 

they  possess the grit to persevere; the skill to manage tough political issues; the moral fiber to 

confront the plunderer, the corrupt, and the greedy; the resolve to protect and promote the 

national interest? And the willingness to draw lessons from the rich legacy of inclusiveness and 

social cohesion we have inherited from our past? 

 Regarding the last question posed, these leaders, provided they are so inclined, need only pause 

and reflect on our rich heritage to find striking instances of inclusiveness and inter-ethnic 

solidarity. For instance, the exemplary Wollo culture  of Christian/Muslim accommodation; or 

the spirit of brotherhood manifested by traditional ethnic leaders towards their neighbours in the 

face of Fascist provocations during the occupation; the proverbial hospitality of peasant folk to 
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all “guests of God”; or the individual and widespread gestures of solidarity of one ethnic group 

towards another experiencing major catastrophes like drought or pestilence; or even the recent 

campaign of Oromo youth volunteers to help clean up the spread of hyacinth on Lake Tana in 

the Amhara region;  and much, much else besides. And finally, there is the powerful symbolism 

of inclusiveness and unity that Abiy’s own parentage evokes at what might eventually turn out to 

be a defining moment in our eternal struggle to be a better nation. Are the reformers willing and 

able to draw inspiration from all this? They (and particularly Abiy) have made frequent allusions 

to these.  Only time will tell if they are seriously committed.    

  


